
CGS materials

"Without a doubt, as the knowledge of the method spreads, there will be a great demand for such materials and the demand 
will create the supply…One can reasonably look forward to the time when one will be able to order a whole set of religious 

materials including model altars and vestments, the Liturgical Year material, History Time Lines, Biblical Geography”                         
(The Child in the Church, Maria Montessori and others, edited by E. M. Standing, 1965: 153)

about us

CGS Materials  is a response to the request from catechists of the 'Catechesis of the Good Shepherd' in UK and 

Europe who are seeking out a service that provides good quality catechesis materials for the atrium.   

We are able to take orders for most items listed on the CGS USA National Association Level I and Level II 
Materials Instruction Manual, as well as Toddler Atrium materials.  

 Items are all hand made to order.  

In line with the ethos of the catechesis as developed by Sofia Cavalleti and Gianna Gobbi, materials are, on the whole 
left unpainted, so that the catechist can honour the principle to engage, to some degree, in the making of the 

materials. 

How to order

Please email cgsmaterials@btinternet.com to enquire about specific items and to receive a quote. 

Accept PayPal, cheque or bank transfer. 
Estimated 3 weeks delivery time, although due to the bespoke nature of the service times may vary.

cgsmaterials@btinternet.com 



Feedback from catechists

‘Here in Leiden, the Netherlands, we are proud to have been the first to order from CGS Materials back in 
2014, thus initiating their work to the aid of catechists. The materials were made carefully following the CGS 
Manual instructions and they resulted in beautiful and strong Level I materials our children continue to work 
with: Diorama of Mary's House, Empty Tomb and Model of Jerusalem and of course the Good Shepherd 
and Eucharistic Presence materials. CGS Materials were also careful in looking for the best shipping options 
in order to keep those costs low’. — Laura, Leiden, Netherlands 

‘I have been very impressed with the quality of the materials that I purchased from CGS Materials — how 
beautiful, durable and inspiring they are! The Parable of the Good Shepherd material is an especial 
favourite and the under 3's in our Toddler Atrium have been finding the pull-along sheep and the wooden 
puzzles of Liturgical Colours and symbols for the Principal Cities really satisfying. I highly recommend this 
source for Catechesis of the Good Shepherd materials.' — Christine, London, England 

‘I love your baptism material! It is beautiful and essential: exactly what we need for a CGS atrium where we 
are trying to bring out the beauty and the essence of our Faith. I also think it was a really fair price for a 
material so nicely done. We are so grateful that we can offer this material to children’. — Valerie, Holy Trinity 
Brook Green Atrium, London, England 

‘I was delighted to find someone who makes CGS materials here in the UK. I had in the past had items 
made in the US, as much as I was pleased with the workmanship, shipping internationally hugely increased 
the price. CGS Materials made a bespoke Altar Cabinet and Altar for my Atrium in Clapham. I designed 
them to fit into each other in the limited storage space we have. It was made according to my drawing. The 
workmanship was of excellent quality, with high attention to detail. The price was very good and it was a 
relief not to have to pay international postage. We have been very happy with the items and they are 
standing the test of time well whilst being used by young children’. — Mary-Maye, Clapham, London, England 

‘Our community was very happy to receive a beautifully made Empty Tomb for our atrium here in 
Swansea. Thank you!’ — Sister Bonafacia, Missionaries of Charity, Swansea, Wales 

‘CGS Materials did a beautiful job making our pearl merchant and diorama, as well as a lectern and 
tabernacle (with lock and key). He made them all to the exact specifications on the CGS materials manual, 
with lovely attention to detail. Everything came nicely sanded and with a green felt base' — Monica, 
Cambridge, England 

‘I can warmly recommend this carpenter’s products for the Good Shepherd’. — Reidun, Bergen, Norway 

cgsmaterials@btinternet.com


